MUSIC CHANNEL
LINEUP (LINEAR TV)

Channel

Rating

Description

Hit List

TV-14

Only the most popular, radio-friendly artists, without any of the commercials that go with it.

Music Choice
Max

TV-14

Hear the newest, hottest hits, and the biggest hip-hop artists, with a mix of dance and
electronic.

Dance/EDM
Indie

TV-MA These are the hottest tracks and remixes in the dance and EDM world.
Whether they’re unsigned or just starting to make it big, discover new independent artists
TV-MA
here.

Hip-Hop
and R&B

TV-14

The only channel you need for hot tracks. Whether it be 16 bars or smooth R&B, we're playing
the best of both worlds.

Rap

TV-MA

Get real, uncensored hip-hop. This is your spot for new music exclusives and the hottest rap
out today.

Hip-Hop
Classics

TV-MA

School is in session! Old school, that is. Take it back to your favorite hip-hop classics and old
school rap music.

Throwback
Jamz

TV-14

Rediscover all of your favorite R&B and hip-hop party jams from back in the day through the
'90s.

R&B Classics

TV-14

From R&B, funk and soul to the best of Motown, rewind the clock and play all your favorite
R&B classics from the late ‘60s through the early ’80s.

R&B Soul

TV-14

Your favorite sultry slow jams and R&B rhythms to fill your soul.

Gospel

TV-G

Lift your spirits with the best in traditional and contemporary gospel music.

Reggae

TV-14

Whether it’s ska, soca or dancehall, these feel good reggae rhythms will put you in a
Caribbean state of mind.

Rock

TV-14

Turn it up: This is your steady diet of rock music, straight up with no filler.

Metal

TV-MA

Let's get loud: If your motto is the heavier the better, you've come to the right place. We've got
your metal the way it should be; aggressive and uncensored.

Alternative

TV-MA These are the bands shaping the landscape and making the alternative scene a lifestyle.

Adult
Alternative

TV-MA

Rock Hits

TV-MA These are the songs and artists helping shape modern rock.

Classic Rock

TV-14

Tune into the music that inspires every generation with hits and deep album cuts from the rock
stars who defined the genre.

Soft Rock

TV-PG

Hear the perfect mix of the softer rock hits of today and yesterday, whether you’re entertaining
or relaxing.

Love Songs

TV-14

Romance is alive and well with music's most popular love songs. Snuggle up and listen with
someone who gets your heart racing.

Pop Hits

TV-14

Your favorite non-stop pop hits of today, with a few throwback tracks thrown in as well!

Party
Favorites

TV-14

Get the biggest, most danceable pop and hip-hop hits of today, along with a few of the most
iconic dance songs of all time!

Teen Beats

TV-14

Ready to get the party started? You've come to the right spot. These are the hottest tracks
you and your friends can't stop listening to!

Kids Only!

TV-Y7

This ones for the kids! We’re mixing things up for your little ones and tweens with a wide
variety of popular hits.

Toddler Tunes

TV-Y

We didn't forget about the youngsters. This channel is filled with your little one's favorite
lullabies and sing-along songs.

Y2K

TV-14

Listen to the upbeat pop, hip-hop, and rock that made the early 2000s unforgettable.

'90s

TV-14

Catch up on your favorite jams! These are the mega pop, rock, and urban hits from the ‘90s.

'80s

TV-14

Whether you're an '80s baby or not, get your fix of this totally awesome decade we know you
love!

'70s

TV-14

Get down and shake your groove thang with disco-ready pop, rock, and soul!

Solid Gold
Oldies

TV-PG

From sock-hops to Motown and the British Invasion, rock around the clock with the grooviest
hits of the '50s and '60s.

Pop & Country

TV-14

Are you a little bit country and a little bit pop? We've got the best of both worlds for you right
here!

Today's
Country

TV-14

Enjoy your favorite country hits by today's hottest country stars.

Country Hits

TV-14

Listen to non-stop ballads and upbeat hits from your favorite pioneers and current stars of
country music.

Classic
Country

TV-PG

Reminisce with the songs you’ve always loved from the pioneers and legends of country
music.

Contemporary
Christian

TV-G

Hear a mix of the most inspirational and uplifting Christian music of today and yesterday.

Pop Latino

TV-14

Mueve with non-stop hits from today's hottest Latin artists.

Musica
Urbana

TV-14

Feel the rhythm with the latest reggaetón, dembow and Spanish rap!

Mexicana

TV-14

Capture the essence of regional Mexican music with a rich variety of music styles.

Tropicales

TV-14

Quieres bailar? These are the best salsa, merengue, and bachata tracks to get everyone on
the dance floor!

Romances

TV-PG

This is where "amor" lives. Listen to the Spanish-language love songs that have inspired
generation after generation.

Sounds Of
The Seasons

TV-PG

From Christmas to Mardi Gras…there’s always a reason to enjoy the season. Celebrate the
holidays with songs that capture the spirit of every occasion.

Stage &
Screen

TV-PG

From Broadway to the big screen, listen to music made famous by epic blockbuster film
scores, television and the Broadway stage. Your adventure begins here.

Discover diverse bands and songwriters who span the electric and acoustic worlds of rock
and beyond.

Take a moment for yourself and enjoy the best new age, atmospheric, and positive music to
soothe any mood.

Soundscapes

TV-G

Smooth Jazz

TV-PG

It's time to get your smooth groove on. These bright and tuneful melodies are your key to
creating a light and joyous atmosphere.

Jazz

TV-PG

Take a musical journey and experience the true essence of jazz with tracks that highlight its
rich history and culture.

Blues

TV-14

Get your mojo workin’ with all things blues, from the electrifying sounds of Chicago, to the
Mississippi Delta!

Singers &
Swing

TV-PG

Discover the best recordings from the biggest singers and bands, as well as the current artists
that keep the music alive.

Classical
Masterpieces

TV-G

Celebrate the very best in classical music with the greatest composers spanning over the last
500 years.

Easy Listening

TV-G

Relax with the easy sounds of instrumental hits from string orchestras and soloists around the
world.

MUSIC CHANNEL
LINEUP (ETV &
CONNECTED DEVICES)

Additional music channels available on the Music Choice TV App
or on any mobile device with a subscriber login.
Channel

Rating

Description

FAMILY
Lullabies

TV-Y

From naptime to nighttime, kids will rest easy with these gentle songs.

Disney Piano

TV-Y

Relax with calming piano performances of your favorite classic Disney songs.

Kids Movies &
Musicals

TV-G

Hit songs from the soundtracks of blockbuster kids movies!

Family Hits

TV-G

The best and newest pop music by your favorite artists.

Country
Songwriters

TV-14

This channel is dedicated to the minds behind your favorite country tunes!

Americana

TV-PG

Check out the folk, rock, and country artists on the frontier of the Americana scene.

Bluegrass

TV-PG

These are the songs that defined bluegrass of the '70s to the '90s, with new
bluegrass of today.

Folk

TV-PG

Traditional music and the songs it influenced in the 20th century Folk revival.

Lounge

TV-14

This is your blend of smooth, ambient tracks and chill, downtempo beats.

Sleep Noise

TV-G

Close your eyes and let these soft, peaceful sounds relax your mind for the perfect
sleep.

MC Workout:
Yoga

TV-14

Unload, free your mind, and relax to these soothing sounds as you meditate during
your yoga practice.

Music Choice
Fresh

TV-14

This is your destination for newest songs in music. Listen to the most current and upand-coming artists creating buzz in pop, hip-hop, and Dance/EDM.

Brits + Hits

TV-14

We're bringing you the biggest pop artists making waves across the pond.

Classic Dance

TV-MA

Enjoy the very best club and techno hits from the '80s and '90s.

Black Excellence

TV-MA

Celebrate the culture and get educated on the passion, pride, and positivity of the
Black artists impacting the movement.

Rap 2K

TV-MA

We're blasting the hottest rap music tracks from the 2000s, when hip-hop exploded
onto the top of the charts.

R&B 2K

TV-14

Turn back the time and relive those glorious days of 2000s R&B. These are the hits
from the decade that’ll hit home.

Alt R&B

TV-14

R&B should be anything but boring! These are the unconventional R&B artists mixing
hip-hop, rock revival Soul, and EDM influences into a new genre.

Funk

TV-PG

Put some funk in your life with a strong and distinct groove that will get anyone up
and dancing.

Underground
Hip-Hop

TV-MA

Rap music that brings street sounds and smart lyricism front and center.

'80s Rock

TV-14

The biggest hits from your favorite hair-metal bands of the '80s.

Classic Metal

TV-MA

The roots of where Metal started, featuring the hits from the pioneers of the format.

Classic Alternative

TV-14

We're bringing out the best college and underground cuts from the '80s and '90s.

New Wave

TV-14

Get the best synth, pop, and post-punk from alternative music's classic era, the late
'70s through the early '80s.

Punk

TV-MA

Listen to the greatest tracks from rock’s most chaotic and unapologetic era.

Emo X Screamo

TV-MA

Rock out to our best mix of emo, screamo, and post hardcore.

Latin Jazz

TV-PG

These are the latest Latin jazz songs of right now.

Rock Latino

TV-14

Hard-hitting and fast paced songs from the legends of Latin rock and Latin
alternative, mixed in with the biggest and brightest new artists.

Teen Ritmos

TV-14

We’ve got you covered with a catchy mix of the hottest English and Spanishlanguage pop music.

INTERNATIONAL
K-Pop

TV-14

The best of Korea's catchy pop scene all in one place.

Brazilian Pop

TV-14

Brazilians unite! Listen to a compilation of samba, old bossa nova, rock, and more
from artists ready to make you dance.

Filipino

TV-PG

This is your destination for the Philippines' biggest chart toppers from the '90s, '00s,
and today.

Classic Christmas

TV-PG

‘Tis the season all year round! A 24/7 Christmas channel playing classic and
contemporary Christmas music.

Opera

TV-PG

The best of Opera presented in Classical recordings of vocalists and complete
Operas.

COUNTRY

UNWIND

POP

URBAN

ROCK

ALTERNATIVE

LATIN

SPECIALTY

VIDEO CHANNEL
LINEUP (ETV &
CONNECTED DEVICES)

Music video channels available on the Music Choice TV App
or on any mobile device with a subscriber login.
Channel

Rating

Description

Toddler Tunes

TV-Y

Music Choice is all about the babies with a channel filled with your little one’s favorite
lullabies and sing-along songs.

Learn & Play

TV-Y

Sing, laugh and learn!

Kids Only!

TV-Y7

Music Choice has got something for the kids! We're mixing things up for your little
ones and tweens with a wide variety of popular hits.

KIDZ BOP

TV-Y7

Welcome to the KIDZ Bop channel, where you’re 100% guaranteed to have fun!

Family Hits

TV-G

The best and newest pop music by your favorite artists.

Today's Country

TV-14

Enjoy your favorite Country hits by today’s hottest Country stars right here on Music
Choice.

Pop & Country

TV-14

Are you a little bit Country and a little bit Pop? Well, you're in luck because you can
listen to all of your favorite Country and Pop hits right here on Music Choice!

Country Hits

TV-14

Check out non-stop ballads and upbeat videos from your favorite pioneers and
current stars of country music.

Hit List

TV-14

Only the most popular, chart-topping artists who you want to see on TV without any of
the commercials that go with it.

Pop Hits

TV-14

Music Choice has got you covered with your favorite non-stop Pop hits plus a mix of
today and yesterday's hits minus the Rap.

Pop & Country

TV-14

Are you a little bit Country and a little bit Pop? Well, you're in luck because you can
listen to all of your favorite Country and Pop hits right here on Music Choice!

Teen Beats

TV-14

This is your spot for videos from the hottest artists. These are not your mom and
dad’s Oldies!

Music Choice Max

TV-14

Watch the newest, hottest videos, and the biggest hip-hop artists, with a mix of dance
and electronic.

Dance/EDM

TV-MA

Music Choice has all the moments when the beat drops. Catch the hottest original
tracks and remixes in Dance and EDM right here!

Y2K

TV-14

All things sugar, spice, and everything nice made the airwaves in the year 2000.
Music Choice wants you to relive the very best from the turn of the century.

'90s

TV-14

Music Choice wants you to catch up on your favorite jams by bringing you the mega
Pop, Rock, and Urban hits from the '90s.

'80s

TV-14

Whether you're an '80s baby or not, get your fix of this totally awesome decade we
know you love!

Soft Rock

TV-PG

Watch the perfect mix of the softer rock hits of today and yesterday, whether you’re
entertaining or relaxing.

Brits + Hits

TV-14

MC brings you the biggest Pop artists making waves across the pond.

Hip-Hop and R&B

TV-14

The only channel you need for hot videos. Whether it be 16 bars or R&B Jamz,
Music Choice has you covered with a blend of both.

R&B Soul

TV-14

Set the mood with Music Choice and let your favorite sultry slow jams and R&B
rhythms fill your soul with a mix of music strictly for the grown and sexy.

Throwback Jamz

TV-14

Can’t stop reminiscing? Music Choice wants you to rediscover all of your favorite
R&B and Hip-Hop jams from back-in-the-day through the '90s.

Rap

TV-MA

Music Choice serves up raw, uncensored Hip-Hop. From new music exclusives to the
hottest uncensored Rap of today, make Music Choice your choice for non-stop HipHop.

Rap 2K

TV-MA

Music Choice is blasting the hottest Rap music videos from the 2000s, when Hip-Hop
exploded into the mainstream and onto the top of the charts.

Rock

TV-14

Music Choice serves you Rock straight up with no filler.

Metal

TV-MA

Turn up the volume on the most extreme, hard-hitting Metal out today.

Alternative

TV-MA

Break away from the mainstream with Music Choice Alternative! Discover the bands
that continue to redefine the sonic landscape & hear the familiar names that helped
build the Alternative scene into a lifestyle.

Indie

TV-MA

Need it first? MC brings you the next big names in Alternative music while they're still
ruling the underground.

Mexicana

TV-14

Whether it's Banda, Norteno, Duranguense or Tribal, capture the essence of
Regional Mexican music with Music Choice as we bring you a rich variety of
Mexicana music styles.

Musica Urbana

TV-14

Music Choice is helping you feel the rhythm with the latest Reggaeton, Dembow,
Latin Rap!

Pop Latino

TV-14

Mueve (Move) with Music Choice and the non-stop chart topping hits from today’s
hottest Latin artists.

Tropicales

TV-14

Caliente! Music Choice is bringing you the hottest Bachata, Salsa, Merengue,
Cumbia and Mambo hits of today and yesterday from the biggest artists in the biz.

FAMILY

COUNTRY

POP

URBAN

ROCK

ALTERNATIVE

LATIN

